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UPDATED PLUGIN RELEASE: GD TOPIC PREFIX PRO 3.0 FOR
BBPRESS
Support for multiple prefixes per topic, new widget, many improvements, and fixes.

Niš, Serbia, March 8, 2021. Dev4Press today announced the release of the updated plugin for WordPress
and bbPress: GD Topic Prefix Pro 3.0 for bbPress. Last month, GD Topic Prefix Pro for bbPress celebrated
the fourth birthday, and the new 3.0 version represents a huge step forward, bringing the most requested
feature to the plugin: the ability to assign multiple prefixes to each forum topic.

Detail with the widget controls, multiple prefixes, and new widgets examples
Version 3.0 expands one of the basic concepts – prefixes group – and allows for each forum to have more
than one group assigned. Now, you can group your prefixes into groups by using some arbitrary logic, and,
when the group is presented for a single topic, you can select only one prefix from each group. So, if you
have 3 prefix groups assigned to a forum, when you make a new topic in that forum, for each group you
can select one prefix. With all this, the plugin now allows for a much better classification of topics in the

bbPress powered forums, and it can filter topics globally, or inside the parent forums by one or more
prefixes.
The new plugin version has fewer global settings than before, and most of the settings are group-level
settings allowing you more control over each prefixes group – colors for prefixes, location to display
prefixes selection in the form or in the topics list, and much more. Many new options are added also to
make group set up better and offer more choice when it comes to displaying prefixes.
Version 3.0 also fixes various bugs, adds a new widget, improves existing widget, adds new shortcodes,
improves plugin styling, administration settings, and much more.
For more information about GD Topic Prefix Pro, the list of features, and related articles, please visit the
plugin home page: plugins.dev4press.com/gd-topic-prefix. Official blog announcement of the release is
available here: www.dev4press.com/blog/plugins/2021/gd-topic-prefix-pro-3-0-for-bbpress.

About Dev4Press
Dev4Press is a part of the Golden Dragon WebStudio development agency from Serbia, started and owned by
Milan Petrović, and established in 2009. Dev4Press is dedicated to WordPress plugins development, custom
development, security and performance optimization, and support, and it offers a wide range of free and premium
plugins and addons for websites built on WordPress and bbPress powered forums.

